### Education, Arts and Humanities

**CRIMINAL JUSTICE, HISTORY AND POLITICS**
- Criminal Justice *(BS)*
  - Criminology
  - Forensic Investigation and Cyber Forensics
  - Homeland and International Security
  - Law and Justice
- History *(BA)*
- Political Science *(BA)*

**EDUCATION**
- Early Childhood and Elementary Education *(BSED)*
- Early Childhood and Special Education (Dual) *(BSED)*
- Middle Level Education *(BSED)*
  - English
  - Math
  - Science
  - Social Science
- Preschool Education *(AS)*
- Secondary Education *(BSED)*
  - Art Education
  - Biology
  - Chemistry
  - English
  - General Science
  - Health and Physical Education
  - Mathematics
  - Social Studies
  - Technology Education
- Special Education *(BSED)*
- Undeclared – Education *(BSED)*

**ENGLISH, PHILOSOPHY AND MODERN LANGUAGES**
- Arabic Language and Cultures *(BA)*
- English *(BA)*
  - Literary and Cultural Studies
  - Writing
- Interdisciplinary Studies *(AA)*
- Interdisciplinary Studies *(BA)*
- Undeclared *(BA)*
- Undeclared – Arts and Humanities *(BA)*

**VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS**
- Media Arts *(BFA)*
  - Animation
  - Digital Film and Photography
- Commercial Music Technology *(BS)*
  - Commercial Music Business
- Graphic Design *(BDES)*
- Studio Arts *(BFA)*
  - Ceramics
  - Drawing and Painting
  - Illustration
  - Jewelry and Metals
  - Sculpture
  - Wood/Furniture Design
- Theatre *(BA)*
  - Design and Entertainment Technology
  - Musical Theatre

### Health Sciences and Human Services

**COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS**
- Communication Sciences and Disorders *(BS)*

**EXERCISE, HEALTH AND SPORT SCIENCES**
- Exercise Science *(BS)*
  - Exercise Physiology
  - Golf Performance
  - Human Performance and Wellness
  - Nutrition and Fitness
- Health Sciences *(BS)*
  - Pre-Athletic Training
- Physical Therapy Assistant *(AAS)*
- Sport Management *(BS)*
  - Professional Golf Management
- Undeclared – Health Sciences *(BA)*

**NURSING AND HEALTH PROFESSIONS**
- Allied Health *(AS)*
- Allied Health Leadership *(BS)*
- Medical Imaging Sciences *(BS)*
  - Medical Dosimetry
  - Nuclear Medicine
  - Radiation Therapy
  - Radiologic Technology
  - Ultrasound
- Nursing *(ASN)*
- Nursing *(BSN)*
- RN to BSN *(BSN)*
  - *Offered at Venango or Somerset sites*

**PSYCHOLOGY, COUNSELING AND ART THERAPY**
- Psychology *(BS)*

**SOCIAL WORK, SOCIOLOGY AND HUMAN SERVICES**
- Human Services and Rehabilitation *(AS)*
- Human Services and Rehabilitation *(BS)*
- Social Work *(BSW)*
- Sociology *(BA)*
  - Human Services
  - Social Deviance
- Undeclared – Human Services *(BA)*

### Science, Technology and Business

**BIOLOGY, EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES**
- Biology *(BS)*
  - Molecular Biology and Biotechnology
  - Mortuary Science (Cooperative)
  - Pre-Medical Science
  - Pre-Veterinary Science
- Environmental Science *(BS)*
  - Professional Geology
  - Sustainability and Climate Science
- Fisheries and Wildlife Biology *(BS)*
- Undeclared – Science and Technology *(BS)*
- Veterinary Technology *(AS)*
- Veterinary Technology *(BS)*

**BUSINESS, ECONOMICS AND COMMUNICATION**
- Accounting *(AS)*
- Accounting *(BSBA)*
- Business Administration *(BS)*
- Communication *(BS)*
  - Digital Media
  - Strategic Communication
- Economics *(BSBA)*
- Finance and Personal Financial Planning *(BSBA)*
- Integrated Business *(BSBA)*
  - Event Planning and Management
  - Intelligent Enterprise
  - Parks and Recreation Management
- Legal Studies *(BA)*
- Management *(BSBA)*
- Marketing *(BSBA)*
- Undeclared – Business *(BSBA)*

**CHEMISTRY, MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS**
- Chemistry *(BS)*
  - Biochemistry
  - Forensic Science
- Interdisciplinary Studies *(AS)*
- Interdisciplinary Studies *(BS)*
- Mathematics *(BS)*
  - Actuarial Science
- Legal Studies *(BA)*
- Management *(BSBA)*
- Marketing *(BSBA)*
- Undeclared – Business *(BSBA)*

**COMPUTING AND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY**
- Applied Computing *(BS)*
  - Game Programming
- Applied Technology *(AAS)*
  - Aeronautic Science
- Computer Information Systems *(BS)*
- Computer Science *(BS)*
- Digital Media Technology *(BS)*
- Electrical Engineering Technology *(BS)*
  - Computer Engineering Technology
- Engineering Technology *(AS)*
  - Computer Engineering Technology
  - Electrical Engineering Technology
  - Robotics Engineering Technology
  - Mechatronics Engineering Technology *(BS)*

---

For the most up-to-date listing of academic programs, visit [PennWest.edu/academics](http://PennWest.edu/academics)  

**Effective June 7, 2023**